SALE AREA MAP
SALE NAME: TWO FORTIES
DISTRICT: KISATCHIE
FOREST: KISATCHIE

LEGEND
Sale Area Boundary BT1.1
Payment Unit Boundary BT1.1
Payment Unit Number BT4.1
CTM Cut Tree Marking BT2.35/CT2.355
CC Clear Cut BT2.31
DxSpa Designation by Spacing CT2.351
Protected Streamcourse BT/CT6.5
Traffic Control Device BT6.33
PHM Prehaul Maintenance BT5.3/CT5.31
Existing System Road BT 5.12
Parish Road
EEE Requirements of R-O-W CT5.11
Inoperable
Private Ownership CT6.7

1:15840

All Units contain Non-Native Invasive Species
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